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Envista’s Major Loss Practice:
The Face of Certainty in a Complex World
Rooted in our firm’s 40+ years of experience in the
industry, Envista delivers respected and reliable
technical advisory services to the insurance and
legal communities throughout the world. At
the core of our Major Loss Practice services are
multi-disciplinary engineering, contract, cost,
and schedule analysis experts. These services
are tailored to the specific requirements of the
investigation drawing from our team's engineering,
investigative, construction, design, and operational
experience. Envista's Major Loss Practice
professionals are passionate about helping our
clients solve the most complex problems they
encounter, and we recognize the need for a rapid,
responsive, and sensitive approach to the work
entrusted to us.

PROFESSIONAL SERVICES:
» Failure Analysis and
Damage Assessment
» Civil, Structural, and
Geotechnical

» Building Consulting
» Reinstatement
Options Analysis

» Mechanical

» Quantum and Cost
Assessment

» Electrical

» Schedule Analysis

» Fire Protection

» Digital Forensics

» Fire and Explosion
Investigation

» Marine
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Our experts provide multi-disciplinary
analysis following any type of
incident or disaster no matter where
in the world the loss occurred.

QUALIFICATIONS
Drawing from decades of experience across a
diverse range of public and private sector industries,
Envista's Major Loss Practice professionals
recognize that large and complex claims have
many challenges ranging from the technical to the
interpersonal. You can rely on Envista to be your
trusted advisor and present findings in an objective,
logical, and understandable manner. Our Major Loss
Practice leverages our experts' extensive, domainspecific industry knowledge on each engagement
allowing us to proactively assess, understand, and
react to the rapidly evolving risks our clients face
in the post-loss environment. With integrity and
respect, our team members collaborate with all
stakeholders to look for ways to expedite business
reinstatement.

INDUSTRY SECTORS
No matter how complex your problem, we have the
capabilities, experience, and commitment to deliver
the answers you need to move forward. Envista’s
Major Loss specialists provide comprehensive,
integrated, and customer-centric solutions across
diverse industries:
» Buildings and Structures

» Semiconductor

» Power and Energy

» Heavy Industry

» Chemical

» Infrastructure

» Oil and Gas

» Construction

» Manufacturing

Contact Us
e. projects@envistaforensics.com
p. +1 888 782-3473
www.envistaforensics.com
Mark Ewing
Vice President - Specialty Practices
mark.ewing@envistaforensics.com
(224) 406-9807
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Where You Need Us, When You Need Us
Envista's North American Major Loss practice
coordinates and collaborates with our international
colleagues worldwide. With over 30 offices
around the globe, we are committed to serving
you anywhere, anytime. Our professionals live
and work in your global communities, resulting
in deep expertise in local codes, local regulatory
requirements, and local processes.
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